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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Fourteen different expectation models were 
. formulated in this study and tested for efficiency 
of forecasting price and production outcomes. The 
main criterion of efficiency was the magnitude of 
the forecast errors. These models were selected 
because they were known to be used by farmers 
or because they appeared to be some of the more 
logical mechanical models which farmers can use 
with the knowledge at their command. 

The models were tested for efficiency on both 
theoretical and empirical grounds. On theoretical 
grounds the models were applied to three sup
positions about time series; the first, a generalized 
autocorrelated series; the second, a series with 
autocorrelation of positive unity; and the third, a 
random series. On empirical grounds the models 
were applied to selected time series of livestock 
and crop prices and to livestock yields. 

The generalized autocorrelated series was useful 
in developing a set of formulas applicable to any 
autocorrelated series; the random series and the 
series with autocorrelations of positive unity are 
two particular cases of the generalized series. The 
application of the expectation models to a random 
series resulted in several conclusions. The most 
important of these was the efficiency and practic
ability of the moving-average model in forecasting. 
The series with autocorrelations of positive unity 
was less fruitfu l in its results. It was possible, 
however, to indicate the efficiency of the current
year model. The application of the models to the 
empirical data indicated the magnitude of the 
errors resulting from a series with parameters 
intermediate in value between those of the two 
hypothetical series. 
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On the basis of the theoretical and empirical 
evaluation of the models, three policy recom
mendations appear possible. 

First, given a series with an imperfect degree 
of positive autocorrelation, individual farmers 
could be advised to use the current-year model or 
weighted-moving-average model as one with high 
efficiency and one simple to apply. In price series, 
the efficiency of these current-year models may be 
increased by supplementing them with farm out
look information. Since the outlook forecasts were 
indicated to be particularly accurate in forecasting 
large price changes, farmers could be advised to 
formulate expectations on the basis of the current
year or weighted-moving-average model and to 
shift to the outlook model whenever the latter in
dicated severe price changes. Utilizing farm out
look information would be particularly useful in 
reducing the number of extreme errors in the 
current-year model. 

Second, for yield series which tend to approxi
mate randomness, the 5-year moving-average 
model, frqm among the simple "rule of thumb" 
or "mechanical procedures," may be recommended 
for use by farmers . 

Third, on the basis of the futures price model 
it is possible, with some reservations, to recom
mend that farmers sell their prospective crop on 
the cash rather than the futures market. 

While these recommendations are based on the 
evaluation of the models made in this study, it 
must be remembered that the actual choice of a 
model by a farmer will depend on the manner in 
which uncertainty enters into his valuation pat
tern. 



Application of Expectation Models to Livestock 

and Crop Prices and Products 1 

BY WILLIAM:, DARCOVICH AND EARL 0. HEADY 

Uncertainty-the prediction of the future and 
the making of decisions with imperfect knowledge 
-is one of the more complex problems facing 
Iowa farm operators. A relatively small amount 
of research has been devoted to this particular 
problem area. Two types of investigations are 
needed: (1) those showing how the economic 
structure can be changed to allow less extreme 
and abrupt change and less uncertainty and (2) 
those demonstrating methods of improved pre
diction and decision-making under uncertainty, 
since not all change and uncertainty can or should 
be removed.2 

O8.JECTIVES AND SOl l RCES OF 0 . .\TA 

A large body of economic theory has been de
veloped in recent years which shows the effect of 
uncertainty in production on (1) the quantity of 
resources used by farmers and (2) on the ef
ficiency of use of the existing quantity of re
sources. Empirical research, however has not kept 
pace with the developments in theory. The conse
quence has been that many theoretical concepts 
still remain unverified. This study is primarily 
empirical in nature and will be confined to the 
second aspect of uncertainty; it will attempt to 
evaluate different mechanical expectation models 
as a basis for efficient planning. 

'fhe purposes of this study are (1) to indicate 
some price and yield expectation models which ap
pear logical for farmer use and (2) to indicate 
the magnitude of the expectation errors for each 
particular model. Two sections of analysis follow. 
The first involves a theoretical evaluation of ex
pectation errors. The second includes an empirical 
evaluation of expectation errors plus an analysis 
of other simple measures of "expectation un
certainty." 

An expectation model is a method of predict
ing a future price or yield. The errors of expec
tation for each model are determined by subtract
ing, for a given year, the expected price from the 

1 P roj ect number 1199 of the Iowa Agricullural Exper imerit 
Sta ti on . 

• F or a selected b ibliogr a phy of expec ta tion s d ealing with ou t
look m a t erials a nd fa r mer 's s ubj ec tive fo recas t s, see the 
bibliography at t h e end of this stud y. 

value actually realized. This operation is repeated 
for the whole period of time over which expec
tations are formulated. The "degree of uncer
tainty" in a given price or yield series is measured 
primarily by (1) the magnitude of the errors of 
expectation and, in addition, by (2) the percent
age of extreme errors and by (3) the coefficient 
of the range. Hence, all three of these measures 
are used in the empirical evaluation of this study. 

The models used in this study are tested on price 
and yield series which are believed to be appli
cable mainly to Iowa farm conditions. The series 
include five livestock prices, nine crop prices and 
three sets of livestock yields. Expectation models 
are tested for all of these series. The price series 
covers the 34-year period from 1917 to 1950 in
clusive, except for the outlook model where data 
were available for only 27 years, and were taken 
from USDA statistics.3 The three livestock yield 
series were obtained for 20 farms each from the 
Iowa Farm Business Association and the Iowa 
Dairy Herd Improvement Association. The poultry 
and hog data are records from the former source, 
and the dairy data are continuous records from 
the latter source. The period covered for livestock 
yields i 1924-50. 

EXPLANATION OF MODELS USED 

This part of the study explains the expectation 
models included in this study. Evaluation is made 
only of simple "mechanical" models which might 
be used by the majority of farmers with the esti
mating procedures and observations at their com
mand. 

It is possible, of course, to formulate a very 
large number of expectation models which might 
be used by farmers . To keep the study within 
manageable proportions, the number of models is 
limited to 14. The study is confined to "me
chanical" models in which forecasts are made one 
period forward. Since the farmer usually has a 
greater knowledge of the yield than of price con
ditions, yield models are selected to stress the 
average value. Price models are selected to em-

8 All prices a r e taken fro m agricultura l s tatis tics a n d are I owa 
averages fo r livestock. Crop prices a r e avera g es fo r t h e U n ited 
States. 
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phasize short -t erm trend and also the r elationship 
between consecutive observations. 

Only t he simpler t ypes of moving averages are 
used. In addition, short-term linear trends and 
linear regr ession are assumed to prevail in the 
series. A further degree of simplicity is achieved 
by using t he same model expectations in the entire 
forecas ting period. (Switches are not made back 
and forth between models.) This last procedure 
has a particular advantage for this study ; the 
procedure provides a theoretical basis for the 
evaluation of the models, and theoretical values of 
the errors can be specified for the continuous 
period. 

Confining t he models to simple "mechanical" 
t ypes r epr esents a realistic farm condition. Most 
farmers a re unlikely to use more than single 
characteristics of a series in formulating ex
pect ations. However, use of the same model 
throughout the entire forecasting period may 
represent some departure from reality. It assumes 
that farmers do not learn from experience. While 
no attempt is made to use all of the refined 
techniques of statistics and predictions, this step 
will be t aken in a later study. Comparisons then 
will be made with the expectation errors devised 
from the simple models of this study. 

The different mechanical expectation models 
evaluated in respect to forecasting accuracy are 
as follows : (1) the average, (2) normal, (3) 
cumulative, (4) random, (5) current year, (6) 
the 5-year moving average, (7) weighted 5-year 
moving average, (8) trend, (9) reverse trend, (10) 
trend from average, (11) reverse trend from aver
a ge, (12) farm outlook, (13) parallel and (14) the 
futures pr ice models. Nine of these models are em
pirically t est ed on price series and seven on yield 
series. In addition, a "futures price model" is 
t est ed on several series of crop prices. 

AVERAGE PRI CE AND YIELD MODEL 

In this expectation model, the mean of the series 
is proj ect ed forward as the predicted value for 
ever y period into the future. The errors which 
arise are obtained by subtracting the mean of the 
period used for expectations from each of the in
dividual values of the series (table 1, row 1). The 
main advantage of this model lies in the stability 
of t he expected value. The only variability which 
arises is that of the individual observations them
selves . However, this model is unable to utilize 
the r elationship between consecutive observations 
or the short-term trend in the series of making 
predictions. 

N ORMAL M ODEL 

The normal model is a variant of the average 
model. It may be based on some period of "just" 
or "fair" or "parity" price, in terms of the 1910-
1914 price r elationship or in terms of minimum or 
maximum possible yield. A "normal" price is 
commonly used in valuation of farm resources s uch 
as land and buildings. In theoretical evaluation 
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of the normal model, some constant value which 
differs from the mean is projected as the expected 
value for every l)eriod in the future (table 1, row 
2). The error which occurs in the normal model 
is, a priori, larger than the error in the avera~e 
model (table 3, rows 1 and 2). The increase in 
the error in the normal model over the average 
model will depend on the accuracy with which the 
average is estimated, or conversely, on the magni
tude with which the normal value differs from the 
average value. 

CUM ULATIVE YIELD MODEL 

In this model, the average yield experience of 
the farmer's entire farming period is projected as 
the predicted yield 1 year forward. This model is 
a logical outflow of the average model. In yields, 
some farmers may have little information about 
the average yield in the past but may build up 
this knowledge as their farming experience in
creases. The cumulative model is a representation 
of this "building up" process; for 2, 3, 4 or more 
years of farming, the moving average represents, 
respectively, the average experience for 2, 3, 4 or 
more years. In a series without pronounced trend, 
the moving average will tend to approach the 
average model. In a series with distinct trends, 
the value predicted from the cumulative averages 
will be too "heavily weighted" by the distant past 
to allow accurate forecasts. Hence, this model is 
not used for price series. 

RANDOM PRI CE AND YIELD MODEL 

In this model, a value selected at random from 
the past observations of a series is projected as 
the predicted value for the future year (table 1, 
row 3). A farmer who has operated for 5 years, 
will have five observations from which to pick a 
value at random. It will be used as the predicted 
value for the sixth year. The confinement of the 
random selections to the values from past experi
ence does not allow this model to utilize relation
ships between consecutive observations. Since the 
predicted value is based on a single observation, 
extreme errors are possible. 

CURRENT-YEAR PRI CE AND YIELD MODEL 

The current price is pro.iected forward as the 
predicted price for the following year for this 
model (table 1, row 4). Aside from its simplicity 
and its probable wide use by farmers, 4 there is a 
considerable amount of logic for the use of this 
model in formulating expectations. The model 
projects a current value 1 period forward. 
Hence, it utilizes the relationship between con
secutive observations in forecasting future values. 
This advantage is greater for price than for yield 

'Schul tz, T . W . a n d B r ownl ee, 0. H . Two t ri a ls to d e t e r mi nP 
expect a ti on models a p p licable to agricu l t u r e. Q ua r t. J our. 
Econ. 56 :4 95 . 1942. , v illiams, D. B. Price expec tatio n s a nd rP
actions to u ncerta in ty by far ,n ers i n Tlli no is. .Jour. Fa rm. 
Econ . 33 :20-39. 195 1. 



series. In the former series, there tends to be con
tinuity between consecutive observations arising 
out of the presence of momentum in economic 
activity.5 

MOVING-AVEHAGE PRICE ANO YIELD MODEL 

In this model the 5-year-moving-average value 
of a series is projected as the predicted value in 
the sixth year (table 1, row 5). A 5-year period 
appears to be a convenient6 length of time over 
which the memory of many farmers extends. This 
type of model also has economic applicability; it 
allows for a flexible rather than a constant trend 
in a price series.7 For yields, the trend feature 
allows recognition of t echnological changes. 

WEIGHTED-MOVING-AVERAGE PRICE MODEL 

This model is similar to the moving-average 
model in this sense : The average covers a period 
of 5 years. However, in place of equal weighting, 
the current year of the moving average is given a 
weight of 4 and each of the earlier years a weight 
of 1 (table 1, row 6). A greater weight for the 
current year is r ealistic from the viewpoint of 
momentum in economic phenomena; the current 
year affects the value of the following year more 
than do preceding years.8 It is also realistic in this 
way: It helps minimize farmer memory error in 
respect to the earlier years. This model is not ap
plied to yield series; they have less tendency to 
exhibit continuity between consecutive observa
tions. 

TREND AND REVERS E- TREN O PlUCE MODELS 

For these models, the linear trend of the price 
between two consecutive years is (a) added to the 
price in the second year for the trend model 
(table 1, row 7) and (b) subtracted in the reverse
trend model (table 1, row 8). The resulting values 
are projected as the predicted prices for the third 
year. Thus, if the price rises by $1 between the 
first and second years of a price series, the price 
between the second and third years would be ex
pected to rise by an additional $1 in the trend 
model. It would be expected to fall by an additional 
$1 in the reverse-trend model. These models use 
the concept of linear trend in the series and also 
the relationship between consecutive observations. 
Extreme errors are possible as the predicted prices 
are based on individual observations. 

5 This model i s of importance in economic activity b ecause 
the entrepren e uri a l behavior \\"hich i t indi ca t es is one of the 
basic assumption~ for the exi s t e nce of the cobweb phe nome na 
in prices. 

• Tn the s tudy by vVilliam s, op. c it .. p. 26. it wa s noted that 
farmers t ended to fo rmulate th eir expectations in t e rm s of 
conve nient price figur es s uch as $0.90, $1, $1.25 , etc. Fro m 
t hi s it might be infe rred that farm e r s a ls o t end to use con
ve ni e nt time interva ls in th e fo r mulat ion of expecta tion s. 

'T intne r , G. Th e va ri ate d iffe r e nce m e thod. Principia P r ess, 
Inc., B l oomington, lnd. p. 1 8-19. 1940. 

8 K ey n es , J. :.\J. Th e general th eo r y of e mploy m ent, in te rest 
and m o n e~•. Harcour t Brace a nd Compa n y, New York. 1936. 
pp, 50-51; 14 8. 

TREND AND REVEHSE-TREND-FROM.-AVEHAG E YIELD 

MODELS 

In both of these models, the trend is obtained 
by subtracting the value of the yield in the sixth 
year from the average yield in the previous 5 
years. This computed value of the trend is (a) 
added to the yield in the sixth year in the trend
j'rom-average model (table 1, row 9) and (b) sub
tracted from the yield in the sixth year in the re
verse-trend-{ ram-average model (table 1, row 
10). The resulting values are projected as the pre
dicted yields for the seventh year for each respec
tive model. These two models are analogous to the 
trend and reverse-trend models in prices except 
that they use the average; the former models use 
only single observations. 

FARM OUTLOOK PHTCE MODEL 

In this model the predicted prices were deter
mined on the basis of the annual farm outlook re
ports issued by the federal and state agencies. 
For livestock, national outlook reports were used 
for the period from 1924 to 1929 and those of 
Iowa State College for the period thereafter. For 
crops, national outlook reports alone were used. 

In all cases, the predicted price was some pro
por tion of the current price, the proportion being 
det ermined by the writers' judgment of the in
formation contained in outlook reports. On the 
basis of these reports, four possible proportions 
or relationships between the current and next 
year's prices were established; prices next year 
were predicted to (1) be unchanged, (2) change 
5 percent, (3) change 10 percent and (4) change 
20 percent in relation to the current price. 

It was necessary for the writers to read all of 
the farm outlook information over the period of 
years and to interpret it. Interpretation is complex 
since the level of price change is seldom indicated, 
except for the strength of the forces suggested 
for giving rise to price change.9 If the outlook 
publications suggested "no," or "practically no," 
change in economic conditions, the year's price was 
projected to next year; if a "slight" change was 
suggested, next year's price was changed 5 per
cent; a "fairly large" change was taken as 10 per
cent and a "large" change was considered to mean 
20 percent or more. 

This procedure is one of many possible variants 
for the outlook model, all of which are subject to 
some a rbitrary influences and the judgment of 
the person interpreting the information . This fact 
should be kept clearly in mind for later sections 
of this report. While each variant of an outlook 
model would be expected to yield somewhat dif
ferent resul ts, this disadvantage is not serious 
in evaluation of a particular outlook model. The 
usefulness of an outlook model lies largely in 

° For s imilar analyses which tend to s ubstanti ate this sludY 
with r espect to ou tl ook model s, see: John F . Heer. Accurac,· 
of Iowa f a rm outlook informati o n. J our. Farm Econ. 36 :14:i-
47. Feb. 1954 a nd John D . Bak r , Jr. An eval uatio n of the 
accuracy of fede ra l economic forecasts . Unpubl ished Ph.D. 
thes is. Purdue U ni vers ity Library, LaFayette, Indiana. 
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accurate indication of the direction rather than 
magnilude of the predicted price change. The 
testing of some variant of the outlook model is 
of value in indicating the forecasting efficiency 
possible if farmers, with interpretation similar 
to those of persons making this study, were to 
utilize the best source of price information avail
able.10 

PARALLEL PRICE MODEL 

In this model, the predicted price in a current 
period is determined on the basis of a price which 
existed in some parallel period. The logic for this 
type of a price model lies in the common belief that 
historical price periods tend to repeat themselves. 
Thus, it is assumed that each of the price periods 
in the interval under consideration in this study 
was paralleled by some previous price period. 

In this model it is assumed that the years 1915-
1918 were paralleled by the years 1861-1865 in
clusive of the Civil War. Prices in the latter 
period rose about 25 percent per year ;11 it was 
predicted, therefore, that the price in 1918 would 
rise by 25 percent in comparison with the year 
1917. For the years 1919-1923, the parallel period 
was assumed to be the post-Civil War years 1865-
1871. For the years 1924-1929, the parallel period 
was assumed to comprise the years 1910-1914. For 
the years 1930-1934, the parallel period was as
sumed to be the depression years 1891-1896. For 
the years from 1935 to 1939, the parallel period 
was considered to be the 14 years from 1896 to 
1910; for the years 1940-1946 which include most 
of the World War II period, the parallel was con
sidered to be the 4-year period 1915 to 1919. 

For the first 2 years of 194 7-1950, the parallel 
period was assumed to be the post-World War I 
years 1919-1921. Prices fell by about 5 percent 
from 1919 to 1920, and this same rate of decline 
was predicted from 1946 to 1947. For 1949 and 
1950 it was assumed that prices would continue 
to decline though somewhat more slowly, or about 
20 percent per year. The assumption of declining 
prices for the last 2 years appears valid ; in three 
empirical surveys farmers indicated they expect 
prices to decline until the end of the 40's and as far 
as the middle of the 50's.12 

THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF 
EXPECTATION MODELS 

Given certain assumptions about the nature of 
the parameters which arise in a time series, theo-

10 See H eer a nd Baker, op.cit. 
11 The r ef e r e nce to price ch a nges in the parall e l periods i s in 

te r m s of the I ndex of F a rm Product Pri ces. See : U .S. D e pt. 
of Agricul ture. Agricul t u ral outlook c harts , J 947. p. 4. 

12 E ll iott, R . T . Adj ustm en ts to risk a nd uncerta in t y in hog p r o
duction. U npublis h ed M.S . thes is . Iowa State College L ib r a r ;·, 
Ames, Iowa . 1947. p. 54-56 ; Ball, A. G. Expecta tion s in the 
a gricultura l firm. U npu b li sh ed M.S. th esis. Iowa Sta t e Col 
lege Libra r y, Ames, Iowa. 1947. p. 68 ; Brownlee, 0 . H . a n d 
Ga ines, W . F a rmer s ' p r ice expectati on s and th e ro le of un
cer tainty in fa rm pla nning. J our. F a rm Econ. 31 :269. 1949 . 
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retical statements can be made with respect to the 
magnitude of the errors resulting from various ex
pectation models. The theoretical errors are in
terpreted in terms of a long-term application of 
the models to particular series. The actual error 
may deviate widely from the theoretical errors 
for short periods. Alternatively, however, the 
theoretical errors may be interpreted as applying 
to a large group of farmers in 1 year. The theo
retical magnitude of the errors then indicates the 
outcome if the whole group used a particular 
model. 

Nine models presented on previous pages are 
evaluated in this section. No theoretical evaluation 
is made of the outlook or parallel models in prices 
nor of the cumulative model in yield. Theoretical 
evaluation is in terms of the magnitude of the 
errors inherent in each model. The measure of the 
magnitude is the expected error and the expected 
squared error. The latter measure mainly is used 
in this section because (1) it is adaptable to alge
braic treatment and (2) its magnitude can be 
easily related to the expected error. The expected 
error, used more particularly in the following sec
tion, is more meaningful from the viewpoint of the 
farmer; he ordinarily is guided by the magnitude 
of the error, not by the square of the magnitude 
of the error. 

The expected errors and expected squared errors 
of the various models are evaluated for three al
ternative assumptions in respect to the value of the 
parameters of this series. In the first case, it is 
assumed that the autocorrelation coefficients may 
take on any of all possible values. In the second 
case, the autocorrelations of the series are assumed 
to be at one extreme, or positive unity. In the 
third case, the series is assumed to be random. 
the autocorrelation coefficients and regression 
constant being zero. 

A further assumption is possible with respect 
to the extreme values of the parameters which 
may arise in an autocorrelated series. The auto
correlation coefficients may be assumed to alter
nate between negative and positive unity. This 
represents a zig-zag series, or the opposite ex
treme to the series with autocorrelations of posi
tive unity. In addition, further assumptions are 
possible with respect to the nature of the series 
itself; the series could be assumed to possess a 
more generalized type of trend; also various types 
of cyclical components could be assumed to be 
superimposed over the trend. Although these 
latter three assumptions would represent an ap
proximation of reality in some situations, none of 
them is considered in this study. 

A TOCORRELATED S ERL ES 

The descriptions of the measurement of error, 
the expected error and the expected squared error 
for the general case, namely when the auto
correlation coefficients may take on any of all 
possible values, are presented in tables 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively. 



TABLE 1. ALGEBRAIC DESCRIPTION OF THE ERRORS WHEN THE SERIES IS AUTOCORRELATED.* 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Model 

Average 

Normal 

Random 

Current year 

Error 

x,-u 

X,-U + C 

(5) ¥oving average X,+n - [ (Xt+n-1 + b) + (x,+•-• + 2b) + ... . + (x, + nb)] / n 

(6) Weighted moving 
average 

(7) Trend x,+2- [(x,+1 + b) + x, +1 - (x, + b)] 

(8) Reverse trend 

(9) Trend from average :::, n+< - [x,+n + b + {xt+n -1 (X t+n-1 + b) +(x ... _. + 2b) + ... . + (x, + nb) I/ n}] 

(10) Reverse trend from 
average Xt+n+t - [xt+n + b -{ Xt+n -1 (Xt+n-1 + b) + (Xt+n-2 + 2b) + .... +(x, + nb) I/ n}] 

• The following is a description of the notation u sed: x, r eprese nts a pa rticular observation in the period t of a time series 
x, u Is the mean of the time series x, and c is some constant which may be either added or subtracted from u; x, represents 
a randomly selected observation from the time series x, b Is a trend constant and n Is the length of the moving average. 

The usefulness of the formulas for the error, ex
pected error and expected squared error in tables 
1, 2 and 3 lies in their generality; they are appli
cable for all possible values of the autocorrelation 
coefficients and also various values of n, the length 
of the moving average of the particular expec
tation model. Given a particular series, the ex
pected squared errors for the various expectation 
models may be obtained by calculating the re
gression constant and the required autocorrelation 
coefficients and also by indicating the particular 
length of the moving average of the model. Al
ternatively, the formulas may be evaluated by as
suming specific values for the autocorrelation co
efficients and the length of the moving average. 

The latter method will be adopted in this study; 
it will be assumed that the autocorrelation co
efficients are either (1) positive unity or (2) zero. 
Also, it will be assumed that the length of the 
moving average n is 1, 5 and an infinitely large 
number of years. The evaluations which follow 
will be in terms of these two extreme values for 
the autocorrelation coefficients. 

SERIES WITH AUTOCORRELATIONS OF POSITIVE UNITY 

When the autocorrelation coefficients are of posi
tive unity (table 4), the random element dis
appears and consecutive observations differ from 
each other only by the amount of the regression 

TABLE 2. EVALUATION OF THE EXPECTED ERROR WHEN THE SERIES IS AUTOCORRELATED. 

Model 

Average 

Normal 

Random 

Current year 

Moving average 

General case 

(1) 

0 

C 

0 

b 

[{n (n - 1) + .... + (n - n + l)} / n]b 

Weighted moving average [{n2 - (n-2)+ .... +( n - n + l) + l }/(2n - 2)]b 

Trend 0 

Reverse trend 2b 

Trend from average [ { (n - 1) + .... + (n - n + 1)} / n] b 

Reverse trend from average [ {2n + (n - 1) + .... + (n - n + 1)} / n] b 

n = 5 

(2) 

0 

C 

0 

b 

3b 

(9 / 4)b 

0 

2b 

2b 

4b 
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TABLE 3. EXPECTED SQUARED ERROR WHEN THE SERIES IS AUTOCORRELATED.* 

Model Expected squared error 

Average u' 

Normal u' + c' 

Random 2u' 

Current year 2u2 (1 - p1 ) + b• 

Moving average [u' { (n2 + n) - 2 (p, + 2 p2 + ... . + n p0 )} + {n + (n - 1) + .... + (n - n + 1) }2 b"] / n ' 

Weighted moving average [u2 
{ (50 2

- 9n + 4) - 2· J (2n2
- 6n + 5) p, + 2p, + ... . + ( n - 1) Pn-i + (2n - 2) pn J} + 

{n'- J (n - 2)+ . . .. + (n - n + l) + l [ }'b"] / {2'n - 2) 2 

Trend 6u' - 2u' ( 4p1 - p, ) 

Rever se trend 2u' (1 - p,) + 4b' 

Trend from average [er' (5n2 + n) - 2 J (2n' + n - 1) p, + ... + np,. - np"+' [ } + 
{(n - 1) + .... + (n - n + l)}2b2

] / n' 

Rever se trend from average [u'{(n"+ n) +2 [ (n-l)p, - 2p2 - •••• - np. - np.+1 1}+ 
{2n+ (n - 1) + .... + (n - n + l)}2b2 / 11 2 

• Pm i t: th e autocorre lation coeff icient lagged m ~·f'a r:-:. wh er e m == 1, . , .. . ... , n + J. 

constant. Th is represents a simplified situa tion, 
and it is possible to ext end the theoretical evalu
ation of the magnit ude of the errors beyond t hat 
possible in the general case. To facilitate de
scription, the models will be broken into two 
groups. The first group consists of the average, 
normal and random models. The second group 
consists of the remaining models. This split is 
made as the models in the first group, with t he ex
ception of the random, make no use of t he a uto
correlation coefficients or the regression constant 
in the series. 

Average, n ormal and ran dom m od e fa : These 
three models are classified together because their 

sq uared errors are independent of t he autocor
relation coefficients and regression const ant. Since 
they a re all functions of a~, th e variance of t he 
series, some limited comparisons between them are 
possible. The squa red error for the average model 
is a~, t he sma llest fo r t he t hree models under con
siderat ion. The squared error of the random model 
is 2a\ the second highest in this group (table 4, 
column 1). The magnit ude of t he squared error s 
of the normal model will remain unclassified, as it 
depends on how well the average value is esti 
mated by farmers. Given a series with a small 
linear t r end, this estimate may be accurat ely made. 
and the value of the squared error will likely be 
below t hat of the random model. However , given 

TABLE 4. EVALUATION OF THE EXPECTED SQUARED ERROR WHEN p1 = p, = . . . = pn = l, AND n=5. 

Model Expected squared error 

p1 = p2 = · • • = pn+l = 1 

(1) 
Average u2 

Normal er' + c' 

Random 2u' 

Current year b' 

Moving average [ {n + (n - 1) + ... + (n - n + l)} b]' / n• 

Weighted moving average [{n'-(n - 2) + . . . + (n - n + l)}b]2 / (2n - 2) 2 

Tre~ 0 

Reverse trend 4b' 

Trend from average [{( n - 1) + . + (n - n + l)} b]' / n• 

Reverse trend from average {2 11 + (n - 1) + ... + (n - n + 1)1 / 112 
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p, = P• = · .. = Pn+t = 1, n = 5 

(2) 

2u2 

9b' 

(81/16) b' 

0 

4b' 

4b' 

16b' 



a high value for the linear trend, the average may 
be estimated badly with the r esult that the squared 
error of the normal model may be greater than 
that of the random model.13 

Remaining m odels: When the ~utocorrelation_s 
in the ser ies become positive umty, the contri
bution of c,2 to the squared error (table 3) is r e
duced to zero, and the squared errors become func
tions of b2 and n. In the case of the trend model, 
the squared error will go to zero indicating t hat it 
is possible t o make perfect forecast s . The r em3:in
ing models may be further evaluated by lettmg 
n = 5. Then the value of their expected squared 
error s becomes a function only of regression con
stant b (column 2, table 4) . The squared error 
of the current year model b2 is least; it is followed 
by the r ever se t rend , t he trend-from-average, 
weighted-moving-average, moving-average and the 
rever se-trend-from-average models which have 
squared errors of 4b2 , 4b2 , (81/ 16) b2 , 9b2 an9- 16b2, 
r espectively. On t he basis of t hese magmt udes , 
t he models may be classed second to sixth in ef
ficiency in relation to t he current-year model. 

The for ecasting efficiency of the last six models 
depends on the degree with which each is tied to 
the past. The current -year model is tied most 
closely to the present, since the expectation for 

" 1T h e pa rli c u lar l y pe o [ ra11do m m ode l f o r11 1ula k,l in lhi s stu d)' 
wi l l have a n ex1ject ed HQ ua r ed erro r Ho m e wh:-tl Uel o,v 2a-:!. Th ~ 
PXPPl'led squa r ed error of th e Ol'd i nar y r a n do m m odel E(_xt.- xr) = 2a2 is de rive d on the aS8 Un1ption that Xt and Xr a re Jncle pen ~ 
d e n t of' each oth er, or tha l !!; (x,x ,) = U•. This wou ld be true 
in th e case wh er e X r wa s piekecl at r a ndo1n from th~ en tire 
Her ie:-.;. For the ra ndom n1od <' I in tl~ is study. Xr ,-ya:-; _J)l (·k~d ~l 
ra ndo1n onl y f ro n1 t he vaJu es w hich occurred 111 thf:> p~tsl 
farmi ng exPer ience o f the farn1 e r ." I n a ddition , w_itJ.1 _ p o-..; 1t.1\·r• 
uni tv in th e a utoco rre lation coe ffi c ien t~ a nd a lso a. finlle ser1 l~-; , 
x, a·n d x , will not be indepe n d e n t o f _ t>ach o the r. As a, r e s ult 
E(x,x,) will b e g r eat e r than U" g 1v1ng an _expected s qua r ed 
e rror w hi ch is son1e ,vhat be1ow 2o-~. The ab1hty of th_e rar1clJ n1 
m od e l t o utilize t h e r e la ti on s hi [.) between co nsecutl\·e ite ms 
does n ot re quire a seri e:::; with a utoco rre la tH?ns of po:•i1t1\·e 
u n ity. 'This <: h a r acte r istic of th e mode l also will be e xpressed 
in a series w h ich l1as hi gh pos iti v e values for th e a utoco rrC'l a 
ti o n coe fficien t s. 

any one year is simply the ext ension of the price 
for the pr evious year. While it does not extend far 
into t he past , it is the most efficient of these 
models . On the other hand, the moving-average 
and rever se-trend-from-average models extend 
furth er into the past, 3 and 4 years, respectively, 
and ar e the two most inefficient models. The 
greater weight given to the current year in the 
weighted-moving-average model, as compared with 
the moving-average and the reverse-t r end models. 
reduces the tying of t he forecasting value from 3 
to 2¼ periods to the past and thereby improves 
its efficiency. 

HANDOM SEHIES WLTH ZE RO AUTOCO HI\ELAT ION 

COEl-'FI CIENT 

In the case where the series is random, all the 
autocorrelation coefficients and the regression con
stant , b, become zero. Hence, this situation repre
sents a particular case of the formulas used in 
t able 3 for autocorrelated series. Also, it allows 
a further theoretical evaluation of the expect ed 
er rors and expected squar ed errors presented in 
tables 2 and 3. Thus in table 5, the formulas for 
t he descr iption of t he error ( column 1) differ from 
t he description in table 1 in that t he regression 
constant b is equated wit h zero. The expected 
error s for t he current -year , moving-average, 
weighted-moving-average, r ever se-trend, trend
fro m-aver age an d reverse-trend-from-average 
models which have posit ive values in table 2 
(column 2) become zero in table 5 (column 2) . 
Similarly the general formulas for the expect ed 
squared errors of table 3 a re reduced to func tions 
of a ~ and the length of the moving average n 
(table 5, column 3). 

The expected squared errors of table 5 (column 
3) are evaluated in table 6 for various lengths of 
t he moving average n . For all of t he models which 

T ABLE 5. EXPECTED ERROR AND EXPECTE D SQUARED ERR OR WHEN THE SERIES IS RANDOM. 

Mode l 

Average 

Normal 

Random 

Current year 

Moving average 

E rror 

(1) 

x, - u 

x, - u +c 

Xt+n - (X t+n-t + . .. + X,) / n 

Weighted moving aver age x, . .. - { (n - 1) (x, . .. _,) + + x,} / (2n - 2) 

Tr end 

Reverse trend 

Trend from average 

x,. , - {x .. 1 + (x,. 1 - x ,) } 

x,. , - {x,., - (x,.1 - x,)} 

x.,,..1 - {x,. n + f x, • ., - (x, • .,_1 + ... +x,) / n I } 

Rever se trend from average Xt+n+i - {x , . .. - f x, . .. 1 - (x,+n 1 + . . . + x,) / 11 I } 

Expected 
error 
b = O 

(2) 

0 

C 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Expected squared 
error 

p1 = p, = • • • = pn = 0 

(3) 

<r 

2u' 

u' (n' + n) / n 2 

u' (511' - 911 + 4) / (211 - 2) ' 

6u2 

2u' 

u' (5 n' + n) / n ' 

u' (11' + 11) / n' 
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are dependent on a moving average, an increase in 
the length of the average serves to bring about an 
asymptotic decrease of the squared error to some 
constant value. Thus, as n becomes very large 
(column 3, table 6), the expected squared error 
approaches a 2 for the moving-average model, 5a~ 
for the trend-from-average model, (5/ 4)a2 for the 
weighted-moving-average model and a 2 for the re
verse-trend-from-average model. Conversely, if 
the length of the moving average is reduced to 
n = 1 (column 1), the expected squared errors of 
the moving-average, trend-from-average and re
verse-trend-from-average models become equiva
lent to that of the current, the trend and the re
verse-trend models, respectively. For the weight
ed-moving-average model, the expected squared 
error becomes indeterminate. When n = 5, (col
umn 2) the length of the moving average used in 
this study, the expected squared error14 for the 
moving-average, trend-from-average, reverse
trend-from-average and weighted-moving-average 
models become intermediate in value between 
these two extremes, namely (6/ 5)a2, (26/ 5)a2 , 

( 6/ 5) a 2 and (21/ 16) a 2 , respectively. 

Average model as a standard: One of the 
reasons for the consideration of the average model 
was its possible use as a standard for the compari
son of errors in other models. In the case of an 
autocorrelated series, the average model was not 
suited for use as a standard. However, in the case 
of a random series, the average model is suited 
for this purpose. First, in a random series, the 
average model provides the smallest squared 
error of the models considered (table 6). This 
makes it a convenient standard from which to 
compare the errors of the other models. A more 
important consideration is that the squared errors 

u H er eafter, the "expec ted s qua r ed error" w ill be r eferred to 
onlv as the "squa red error." 

of the various models are functions only of a 2 • This 
makes it possible to compare the various models 
with each other . • 

Assuming that the average value is estimated 
correctly, the squared error of the average model, 
a 2 is the smallest of the 10 models under con
sideration (table 6). For the particular situation 
where n = 5 (column 2), the moving-average and 
the reverse-trend-from-average models, each of 
which have squared errors of (6/ 5)a2, rank next 
to the average model. Similarly, in relation to the 
average model, the weighted-moving-average mod
el which has a squared error of (21 / 16) a2 is 
third least. The random, current-year and reverse
trend models, each of which have squared errors 
of 2a2

, are fourth least. Finally the trend-from
average and the trend models, which have squared 
errors of (26/ 5) a2 and 6a2, respectively, are fifth 
least and highest in respect to the magnitude of 
the error. The normal model will remain unclassi
fied as its squared error depends on the magnitude 
of the constant c; in a random series, it will likely 
fall between a2 and 2a2 • 

SOME LIMITATIONS IN THEOHETICAL EVALUATION 

The existence of two series, one with autocor
relations of positive unity on the one hand and 
one with a random series on the other, is a some
what unrealistic assumption. An alternative is to 
assume that the middle ground, which allows for 
linear regression as well as some autocorrelation 
between the individual observations. is a closer 
approach to reality for all the price and many of 
the yield series. This study can make no theoreti
cal statements with respect to the series which 
fall into this middle ground. Although the formu
las indicated in table 1 represent a general situ
ation, further application of these formulas for 
a particular series requires a knowledge of the re-

TABLE 6. EVALUATION OF THE EXPECTED SQUARED ERROR IN A RANDOM SERIES FOR VARIOUS 
VALUES OF THE MOVING AVERAGE, n. 

Model 
Expected squared error 

n= 1 n = 5 n = oo 

(1) (2) (3) 

Average u' u' u' 

Normal u' + c2 u' + c' u2 + c2 

Random 2u' 2u' 2u~ 

Current yea r 3u2 2u2 2u• 

Moving average 2u' (6 / 5)u2 u' 

Weighted moving average (21/ 16 )u2 (5/4)u2 

Trend 6u2 6u2 6u2 

Reverse trend 2u2 2o-2 2u• 

Trend from average 6u2 (26 / 5) u' 5u2 

Reverse trend from average 2u2 (6 /5) u2 u• 
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TABLE 7. COMPARISON OF THE ABSOLUTE MEAN ERRORS OF THE PRICE EXPECTATION MODELS FOR LIVESTOCK. 

Out- Curre nt W eighted Moving Reverse 
look year Paralle l movin g Tre nd averag~ t r end Random Average 

average 

Steers (dollars) 2.96(1)• 3.08(2) 3.40(3) 3.41(4) 4.62(7) 4.27 (6) 4.05(5 ) 6.80(9) 5.63 (8) 
Hogs (dollars) 2.24(2) 2.19 ( 1) 2.36(3) 2.8 1 ( 4) 3.16(6) 3.61(6) 3.63(7) 5. 00(9) 4.67( 8) 
La mbs (doll a r ~) 1.51(]) t.64( 2) 2. 30 (5 ) 2.20( 3 ) 2.23 (4) 2.77 (7) 2. 60 ( 6) 3.76 (8) 3 .92 (9) 
Eggs (cents) 3.1(1) 4.0 (2) 4.3 (3) 4. 6 ( 4 ) fi.6(5 ) 6.0(6.5) 6.0 (6.5) 9. 1 (9) 7.5 (8) 
Butterfat (cents ) 5.3 ( 1 ) 6.5(2) 6.7(3) 7.7 ( 4) ll.6(8) 9.6 (5) 10.9 ( 6) 11.3(7) L2 .5 (9) 

Sum of ranks (6) ( 9) (17) ( 19) ( 29) (30.5) (30.5) (42) ( 4 2) 
Rank of sums 1 2 3 4 5 6.5 6.5 8.5 8.5 

• Number s in parentheses indicat e the ranks of the adjacent m easures of t h e error. 

gression constant and also of the required auto
correlation coefficients. The computation of these 
values is left for another study. A further ap
proach to reality would require the extension of 
assumptions about the nature of the series and 
also about the nature of the models formulated. 
As indicated, a closer approach to reality will be 
made if the series are assumed to have a more 
generalized type of trend with a cyclical com
ponent superimposed over the trend. 

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF EXPECTATION 
MODELS 

The following parts of the study give the results 
of empirical application of the various expectation 
models to the prices and selected yields. For 
prices, each model is evaluated on the basis of its 
"average" efficiency for all the prices considered 
as a group. This procedure appears justified as all 
the prices covered the same period (1917 to 1950) 
and were subject to the same secular forces. 

The absolute mean error15 is used as the major 
index in the empirical evaluation of the magnitude 
of the error. It is more desirable than a related 
index, the squared error; the latter index, com
puted by squaring each of the individual errors, 
gives a larger mean error than that actually faced 
by the farmer. 16 It is believed that the former in
dex is a more meaningful concept to the farmer 
than is the squared error. The error of each 
model also is evaluated in terms of two additional 
measures (1) the frequency of extreme errors 
and (2) the coefficient of the range. The frequency 
distribution makes possible a comparison of the 
proportion of the extreme errors in each model ; 
the coefficient of the range makes possible a com
parison of the range of the error in each model. 
A knowledge of the percentage of extreme errors 
and the range of the error is of importance for 
suggesting safety reactions on the part of farm 
operators. 

PRlCE MODELS FOR LIVESTOCK 

The nine expectation models for the prices of 
steers, hogs, sheep, eggs and butterfat are com
pared in table 7 on the basis of the magnitude of 
the mean error. The outlook, current-year, parallel 

"' H er eafter the "absolute mPan error" will be r e ferred to as the 
1•mean error." 

10 The s quare root of t h e sq uare d e rror is app roximatel y 1.2 
times the m ean e rro r. 

and weighted-moving-average models result in 
mean errors which rank first to fourth smallest 
in magnitude, respectively. The outlook model 
has a mean error of $2.96, $2.24, $1.51, 3.1 cents 
and 5.3 cents for the prices of steers, hogs, lambs, 
eggs and butterfat, respectively. These errors 
rank lowest in magnitude for all the prices except 
hogs; in the latter case, the errors rank second 
lowest. In comparison, for all prices except hogs, 
the current-year model has somewhat larger 
errors, namely $3.08, $1.64, 4 cents and 6.5 cents, 
respectively. These errors rank second least in 
comparison with corresponding figures for the out
look model; for the price of hogs, the error of 
$2.19 ranks least in magnitude. 

The parallel and weighted-moving-average mod
els have somewhat larger mean errors. In the 
parallel model, the errors of $3.40, $2.36, $2.30, 
4.3 cents and 6.7 cents, respectively, are third 
least in magnitude for all prices except those of 
lambs; for the latter, the error of $2.30 ranks 
fifth in magnitude. Finally the errors for the 
weighted-moving-average model, $3.41 , $2.81, 
$2.20, 4.6 cents and 7.7 cents, respectively, rank 
fourth least in magnitude for all prices except 
sheep; for the latter price, the error of $2.20 ranks 
third in magnitude. These models are also charac
terized by a high degree of consistency in ranks 
between the different prices. In each of the four 
models, the ranks are equivalent in all but one of 
the prices . 

The remaining five models in table 7 are charac
terized by distinctly larger errors than those 
which arise in the first four models. This is par
ticularly true for the average and random models. 
In the average model, the mean errors of $5.63, 
$4.67, $3.92, 7.5 cents and 12.5 cents are approxi
mately from two to three times the magnitude of 
the corresponding errors in the outlook and cur
rent-year models. A similar comparison holds for 
the random model, as its errors are roughly equal 
to those of the average model. In the remaining 
models- namely the moving-average, the trend 
and reverse-trend models- the errors are inter
mediate in magnitude between those of the aver
age and random models on the one hand, and the 
outlook, current-year and weighted-moving-aver
age models on the other. 

In addition to having errors of larger magnitude, 
the latter five models do not give as consistent a 
ranking of errors as do the first four models. Thus, 
the trend model results in mean errors which rank 
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eighth in magnitude for the prices of butterfat, 
seventh for the prices of steers, fifth for the 
prices of hogs and eggs and fourth for the prices 
of lambs. This gives a range of ranks from fourth 
to eighth highest. The remaining four models give 
somewhat less inconsistent rankings; there is a 
range of three ranks for the reverse-trend, the 
moving-average and the random models, and a 
range of two ranks for the average model. 

This inconsistency of rankings makes it difficult 
to evaluate the average efficiency of a model. The 
difficulty may be overcome to some extent by a 
summation of ranks of the errors. The average 
and random models are indicated to be equal in 
efficiency as each has a sum of ranks of 42. The 
trend, the reverse-trend and the moving-average 
models are also approximately equal in efficiency 
as they have sums of ranks of 29, 30.5 and 30.5, 
respectively. The first two models are, however, 
considerably less efficient than the last three. 

Considering the nine models as a single group, 
the outlook, current-year, parallel and weighted
moving-average models , with sums of ranks of 6, 
9, 17 and 19, rank first to fourth, respectively. 
The trend model ranks fifth, the reverse-trend and 
the moving-average models rank sixth , and the 
average and random models seventh in r espect to 
the magnitude of their mean er ro rs. 

J'EII Cl·:N TA(;f -; OF EXTIIEME E HHOIIS FOIi LIVESTOC K 

PHICES 

The percentage of extreme errors which occur 
in the various models for livestock is indicated 
in table 8. 17 The outlook, the current-year, t he 

L7 An extrem e error is de fin ed a:; one whi ch is 35 per ce nt of' the 
m ean or g reater . Th e per cen tage of extrem e e rro r s i s th e pe r 
centage of year s in which t11 e price diffe r ed IJ;- 35 p rC'e n t o r 
more of th e expel'tation . 

parallel and the weighted-moving-average models 
have the lowest average percentage of extreme 
errors, namely 9, :Lil, 15 and 18 percent, respec
tively. The sum of ranks of 7, 10.5, 14.5 and 20 
for these models, respectively, gives further sup
port to this ranking. The remaining five expecta
tion models are somewhat more difficult to rank. 
The trend, the moving-average and the reverse
trend models have an average of 25, 27 and 28 per
cent of extreme errors, respectively. On this basis, 
it is possible to rank these models fifth, sixth and 
seventh, respectively. However, on the basis of 
the sum of ranks of 27.5, 31 and 29.5 these models 
rank fif th, seventh and sixth. respectively. As 
neither method appears conclusive, these models 
are considered equivalent with respect to the per
centage of their extreme errors. Similarly, the 
average and random models with an average of 
38 and 39 percent of extreme errors and a sum of 
ranks of 43 and 42 also are considered equivalent. 

Considering the models as a single group, the 
outlook, current-year, parallel and weighted-mov
ing-average models rank first to fourth respec
tively. The trend, the reverse-trend and the mov
ing-average models rank fifth, and the average 
and random models rank sixth in respect to the 
percentage of their extreme errors. This ranking 
of the models is equivalent to that obtained on 
the basis of the absolute mean error in table 7. 

COEFFICIENT OF TILE IIAN(;E 

Table 9 provides a comparison of the coefficient 
of the range for the various expectation models. 
This measure indicates the range of the errors 
expressed as a percent of the mean of the series. 
Using the average coefficient for all prices, the 
outlook, the weighted-moving-average, the · cur
r ent-year and the parallel models, with coefficients 

T ABLE 8. COMPARISON OF T HE PERCENTAGE OF EXTREME ERRORS IN PRICES FOR LIVESTOCK. 

Out
look 

Curren t 
year Paralle l 

Weighted 
m ovin g 
average 

Trend ],,'loving 
average 

Reverse 
trend Random Average 

Stee r s 11(1)• 12(2) 21(4) 14(3) 32(7) 25(5) 28 (6) 42(9) 35(8) 
Hogs 11(1) 18(2.5) 18(2.5) 21(4) 35(5.5) 36(7) 35(5.5) 43(8) 46(9) 
L a mbs 7(1) 12(2) 15(3) 21(5) 18( 4) 27(7) 26(6) 33(8) 35(9) 
Eggs 7(2) 6(1) 15(4) 10(3) 25( 7) 24(6) 21(5) 49 (9) 41(8) 

B __ u_tt_e_rf_a_t ______ 7~(~2)~ ___ 9~(~3~) ___ 6_ ('----'1) ___ 2___:1:..._(_:_5'-) -----=-13=--(---=4--'--)---=-2-=-4-'-'(6'-')---=-:2 8=--(c.:.7--'--) ------'3:c.:0co(2,8:..._) __ ___:::3c::5_,_(9::..c):____ 

Ave rage 9 11 15 18 25 27 28 39 38 
Sum of ranks ( 7) (10 .5) (14.5) (20) (27 .5) (31) (29.5) (42) (43) 
_Ra_ n_k_o_f _s_u_m_s ____ l ____ 2 ____ 3 _____ 4=-----------=--5 ____ _:_7 ____ ___:_6 ____ ___:8:__ ____ 9 

• Numbers in parentheses indica te the ranks of th e adjacent m easures of t h e e rror. 

TABLE 9. COMPARISON OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE RA="GE FOR LIVESTOCK PRICES (PERCENT) . 

Steers 
Hogs 
Lambs 
Eggs 
Butte rfat 

Average 
Sum of r a nks 
Flank of s ums 

Out
look 

13 2( 4) * 
13 7 (3) 

97(1.5) 
80(1) 

1Q4(1.5) 

110 
(11) 

1 

Current 
year 

131 ( 3) 
151(6) 

9 7 (1.5) 
89 ( 2.5) 

104 (1.5) 

114 

Parallel 

1 21 ( 1) 
112 ( 1) 
1 28(5) 

97(4) 
140 ( 6) 

120 
( 14. G) (17 ) 
3 4 ----

W eighted 
moving 
average 

125(2) 
136(2) 
108(3) 

89 (2.5) 
107 (3) 

113 
( 1 2.5) 
2 

Trend 

174(7) 
150( 5) 
1 29 (6 ) 
105(5) 
1 64 (8 ) 

144 
(31) 

7 

:\loving 
average 

149 (5) 
14.4 ( 4) 
119(4) 
114 (6 .5) 
131(5) 

1 30 
( 24. 5) 

• Number s in parentheses indicat e th e r a n ks of the adjacent m easures of th e e rror. 
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R ever se 
tre nd 

161 (6) 
202(7) 
130 ( 7) 
114(6.5 ) 
1 23( 4) 

149 
(30.5 ) 
6 

R a ndom 

229(9) 
2 45 (9) 
244 (9) 
131 (9) 
143(7) 

205 
( 43) 

9 

A.ve rage 

l 98 ( 8 ) 
210(8) 
199 (8) 
122 (8) 
176(9) 

18 1 
( 41 ) •. 

8 



T ABLE 10. MAGNIT UDE OF PREDICTED PRI CE CH ANGES AND ERRORS IN D I RECT ION FOR T HE OUT LOOK MODEL 
FOR THE VARIOUS PRICE SERI ES. 

E rror 
P r edi c ted price n ext year as a S t ee rs Hogs Lambs Eggs . Hu tte r fa t •rota ! as 
percent of current price* percent 

(1) (2) 

U nc ha n ged 
N umbe r of p r edi c ti o n s fi fi 
E rror in direct i on 4 4 

Cha n ge 5 pe r c·e n t 
N umbe r of pred iction s 10 4 
E rro r in d i r ec t-i on ,J 2 

Cha n ge 10 pe r r-en l 
N u,n ber of J)J'ed iC' ti on s I 0 10 
E rro r jn clire<' ti on 3 5 

Cha n ge 20 pe rcen t 
N un1 be r of predi c tion ::; 2 ~ 
E rror in direct ion 1 1 

T otal nu mbe r of p r edi ct ion s 27 27 

Total e rro rs in direc ti on 12 12 

* Jn t h e un cha nged category t h e pri ce8 of the c urre nt yea r 
ea tegori es prices next yea r we re pred ic t ed to c hange by 5, 

which range from 110 to 120, rank first to fourth 
in magnitude, respectively. There is little dif
ference between the ranges of the current-year 
and weighted-moving-average models as indicated 
by the average coefficients of 114 and 113, re
spectively. The equivalence of their ranges is fur
ther indicated by the sums of ranks, which are 
14.5 and 12.5, respectively. The coefficients of the 
range for the trend, the reverse-trend, the aver
age and the random models (with average co
efficients 144, 149, 181 and 205) rank sixth to 
ninth, respectively. 

The rankings of the model on the basis of the 
range of the errors is in approximate agreement 
with the ranking of the models on the basis of 
the mean error and the extreme error. In general, 
it may be indicated that the models with the 
greatest mean error also have the highest percent
age of extreme errors and usually, but not always, 
the highest range. 

OUTLOOK AND PARALLEL MODELS 

The favorable showing of the outlook model, in 
terms of the subjective evaluation made of it, is 
somewhat surprising in view of the large number 
of forecasts in which the predicted prices were 
wrong in direction (table 10). From the total of 
27 forecasts for each price there were 12 errors 
in direction for the prices of steers and hogs, nine 
for the prices of lambs and butterfat and eight 
for the prices of eggs. In appraising these errors, 
some consideration should be given to the magni
tude of the predicted price changes. For the five 
products there were a total of 25 forecasts in 
which the prices were predicted to remain un
changed (column 6) ; 17 of these forecasts were 
wrong since prices did change. The resulting 
errors were as large as those under th e current
year model. In the eight forecasts which were 
correct in direction of price change, accuracy was 
no greater than for the current-year mo<lel. 

o f to tal 

(3) ( 4 ) ( 5) (6) (7) 

4 G 5 25 
3 3 3 17 (;8 

1G 1·1 14 55 
5 4 5 20 36 

G 8 6 40 
0 1 1 10 25 

1 2 2 15 
1 0 0 3 20 

27 27 27 135 

9 8 9 50 
w e re pr ed ic t ed fo r next yea r. In the 5-. 10- a nd 20-pe r cen t cha n ge 
10 a nd 20 pe r cent of th e c urre nt-year pri ce. 

In the "5-, 10- and 20-percent-change catego
ries," a forecast using outlook which is wrong 
in direction results in errors which are greater 
than for the current-year model; on the other 
hrnd, forecasts which are right in direction result 
in errors which are smaller than those created by 
the current-year models. 

A further important feature which is indicated 
in table 10 (column 7) for the outlook model is 
that an increase in forecasting accuracy arises 
with an increase in the magnitude of the fore
casted price change. In the unchanged category, 
17 out of 25 or 68 percent of the forecasts are 
wrong in direction.1 ' In the 5-percent-change 
category, 20 out of 55 forecasts or 36 percent are 
wrong in direction. In the 10- and 20-percent
change categories, the number of errors which are 
wrong in the direction is reduced to 25 and 20 
percent, respectively. Evidently those persons en
gaged in outlook preparation are best at predicting 
major economic changes. This feature of the model 
also has certain policy implications; farmers might 
follow the current-year model when small changes 
are predicted, but shift to farm outlook reports 
when they indicate a considerable price change. 

The parallel model poses this problem: As
suming that history repeats itself, a difficulty lies 
in discovering the parallel periods. In view of 
these circumstances, the use of a parallel model 
is justified only on the ground that farmers con
tinue to believe that parallel periods exist and not 
on whether such periods actually do or do not exist. 

CURREN T-YEAR, REVERSE-TR END, W EIGHTED-MOVING
A VER AGE, M OVING-AVERAGE AND TREND M OD ELS 

The empirical errors of the remaining models 
may be compared with the theoretical errors in an 

18 1 t should be r emembe r ed that empirical evaluH tion of t h e out
look m odel requ ires; subjective in t e r pre tatio n of outl ook di s
cussion:-- . AH an ind ica t ion th at other subjective i n ter pre
tation s, fro m a somewhat lon ge r seri es o r da ta, resu lt in so nw
w hat s im il ar p r edict ion s; of -for ecas ti ng- accurac)• fo r th e o u t
look mod el , see Heer a nd Raker, op.cit . 
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"ideal" series.rn It should be kept in mind, how
ever, that theoretical evaluation was in terms of 
particular autocorrelation conditions-conditions 
which may not be paralleled in the "middle ground" 
of the actual series. The "ideal" series or theo
retical evaluations can only represent a rough 
approximation of the actual series. 

The actual series are not autocorrelated with 
positive unity, nor do they necessarily have linear 
trend. In table 2 (column 2), the expected errors 
of b, 2b, (9 / 4) b and 3b for the current-year, the 
reverse-trend, the weighted-moving-average and 
the moving-average models rank first to fourth in 
magnitude, respectively, for the "ideal" series. 

The application of these models to the actual 
price series gives a somewhat different ranking. 
In table 7, the errors of the same respective 
models, have sums of ranks of 9, 30.5, 19 and 30.5 
and rank one, three and one-half, two, and three 
and one-half in magnitude. Of the four models, 
only the reverse-trend model is seriously out of 
line with the corresponding ranking in the "ideal" 
series. (For the empirical series, this model 
ranks three and one-half; in the "ideal" series it 
ranks second.) Otherwise, the empirical results 
largely confirm the theoretical ranking, allowance 
being made for the approximate nature of the 
comparison. 

In the "ideal" series with a correlation coefficient 
of 1, the error and squared error are zero for the 
trend model (table 4). Conversely, in a random 
series, the squared error of this model, 6a2 (table 
6), is the largest of the trend models under consid
eration. In the empirical series, the error of this 
model is intermediate in value between the theo
retical values: its sum of ranks of 29 compares 
favorably with the moving-average and reverse
trend models in which the sum of ranks for each 
is 30.5. 

AVERAGE A D RANDOM MODELS 

The average and random models, with a sum of 
ranks of 42, are the most inefficient models con
sidered. Theoretically, the squared error of the 
random model (table 3) is 2rr2 or twice the magni
tude of the squared error of the average model. 20 

The empirical mean error of the random model for 
all prices except steers is better than that in
dicated by theoretical evaluation. One reason for 
its favorable performance is likely because of its 
ability to utilize the autocorrelation in the series. 
Another reason may be the chance selection of a 
favorable set of predicted prices. 

LIVESTOCK YIELD MODELS 
The livestock yield data are taken from samples 

of farms which do not necessarily serve as a re
fined basis for inferring to the total population 
of Iowa farms. The sources used provided the only 
data extending over a long period of years. In 
10 An "ideal" series refers to the ser ies with autocorrelations of 

positive u n ity in th e previous section . 
20 In the empirical compari sons t h e m ean e r ror of the r a nd om 

model s h ould be app r oximately 1.4 times the mean error of t h e 
average model. 
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applying expectation models, each model was ap
plied to each individual farm, and then the means 
were computed for each system; the data of tables 
which follow are means for 20 farms for each 
product. 

In yields, the outlook, parallel and weighted
moving-a verage models are not considered; con
versely, the cumulative model which was not con
sidered in prices is considered in yields. Also the 
trend-from-average and the reverse-trend-from
average models in yields replace the trend and the 
reverse-trend models in prices. The remaining 
models in livestock yields are the same as those 
used for prices. The yield series for eggs laid per 
hen and 4-percent milk produced per cow are 
similar to the price series in that they are charac
terized by trends. For eggs laid per hen, the trend 
is distinctly upward; for milk produced per cow, 
the trend is less distinct. The yield series of pigs 
weaned per litter21 approximate randomness.22 

The major portion of the trend in the egg series 
is associated with the increased egg production 
which arose from the incentives of wartime, to
gether with the simultaneous advancement in 
poultry breeding and nutrition. Most of the trend 
in the dairy series likely arose from the incentives 
to production created by membership in the Dairy 
Herd Improvement Associations. A few instances 
of a downward trend are difficult to explain. One 
possibility is that a few farmers in the particular 
sample may have gone out of commercial milk 
production or made feeding adjustments because 
of lower milk/ feed price ratios. 

EGGS LAID PER HEN ANO MILT{ PRODUCED PER COW 

Table 11 (row 1) presents the mean errors of 
the various expectation models for the egg series. 
The moving-average, current-year, reverse-trend, 
average, cumulative, random and trend-from-aver
age models with mean errors of 31, 32, 34, 36, 38, 
46 and 47 eggs per hen rank first to seventh, re
spectively. The ranking of the models on the basis 
of the percentage of extreme errors (row 2) is 
identical with the ranking on the basis of the 
mean error. The ranking of the models on the 
basis of the coefficient of the range (row 3) is 
similar, but not identical, to the ranking of the 
models on the basis of the mean error and extreme 
error. The noticeable deviation occurs in the case 
of the current-year model. On the basis of the co
efficient of the range, it ranks fifth; on the basis 
of the mean error and extreme error, it ranks 
second. A somewhat smaller deviation in ranking 
occurs in the cumulative-yield model: On the basis 
of the mean error and the extreme error. it ranks 
fifth; on the basis of the coefficient of the range, 
it ranks third. 

Table 12 (row 1) compares the errors which 

21 Her eafter the seri es of "eggs la id per hen ." "4-pe r cen t milk 
produced per cow" and "pigs w ean e d per litte r " w ill be r e
fer red to as th e "egg,'' "milk" an d "pig" series . 

"A test for randomn ess of t h e pig series was made by the r a nk 
cor relation meth od. At the 5-per cent level of s ig ni ficance n on e 
of t h e series diffe r ed from ran dom n ess. 



'l'.\.KLE 11. COMPARISON OH' T.HE AHi:iOL U'l'E MEAN l<JHHOR. 1-'ERCENT AG JE OF THE EXTRE~1 E ERRO l{ AND 'l'Hlc 
COEFFICIENT S OF THE RANGE FOR THE VARIOUS EXPECTATION MODELS FOR EGGS LAID PER HEN. 

Reverse Trend Moving Current trend Average Cumulative Random from average year from 
average 

average 

(1) Absolute mean 
error 
(eggs per hen) 31(l)t 32( 2) 34(3) 36(4) 38(5) 46(6) 47(7) 

( 2) Percent extreme 
errors• 25(1) 30(2) 31(3) 32(4) 36(5) 45(6) 49(7) 

(3) Coefficient of 
ranget 123(1) 152(5) 124(2) 144(4) 130(3) 163(6) 193(7) 

• Errors which are 35 percent or more of the m ean. 
t Range expr essed as a p e r cent of the m ean . 
t Numbers in parentheses indicate the ranks of the a dj acent m easures of the erro r. 

TABLE 12. COMPARISON OF THE ABSOLUTE MEAN ERROR, EXTRE~E ERRORS AND THE COEFFICIENTS OF 
THE RANGE FOR THE VARIOUS EXPECTATION MODELS FOR MILK PRODUCED PER COW. 

Reverse Trend Cu rre n t Moving Average Cumu lative trend Random from year aver age from 
average a verage 

( 1) Absolute mean 
error 
(pounds per cow) 810(1)t 830(2.5) 830(2.5) 9 10 ( 4) 950(5) 1,130(6) 1,290 (7) 

Percent extreme (2) 
errors* 3.8 (1) 4 .1 ( 2.5) 4.1 ( 2.5) 5.6 ( 4) 7.5 ( 5) 14.8(6) 17.4(7) 

Coefficients of (3) 
range 4 2.0 ( 1) -!3.2 ( 2) ~5) H.4(4) -!6.2(3) 62.4 (6) 72.1(7) 

* Errors which are 25 percent or more of the mean. 
t Numbers in par entheses indicate the ranks of the adjacent measures of the e rro r . 

T ABLE 1 3. COMPARISON OF THE ABSOLUTE MEAN ERROR, PERCENTAGE OF EXTREME ERRORS AND THE 
COEFFI CIEN TS OF THE RANGE FOR THE VARIOUS EXPECTATION MODELS FOR PIGS WEANED PER LITTER. 

Reverse Trend Moving trend Current Average aver age f r om Cumulative year Random from 
average average 

(1) Absolute mean 
error 
(pigs per litter) 0.85(1)t 0.93 (2) 0.95 (3.5) 0.95 (3.5) 1.10(5) 1.19 (6) 1.69(7) 

( 2) Percent extreme 
error• 16.4 (1) 19.1(2) 20.5(4) 1 9.3 (3) 25. 3 (5) 27.0(6) 47.9 (7) 

(3) Coeffi c ients o! 
range 75(1) 77(2) 78 (3.5) 78 (3 .5) 92 (5) 93(6) 123(7) 

• Error::; which a r e 25 percent of the mean or more. 
t Numbers In parentheses indicat e the ranks o! the adjacen t m~asure::; o f lhe e rror. 

arise from the application of the various models 
to the milk series. The current-year, the average, 
the moving-average, the cumulative, the reverse
trend-from-average, the random and the trend
from-average models, with mean errors of 810, 830, 
830, 910, 950, 1,130 and 1,290 pounds of milk per 
cow, rank first to seventh, respectively, in the 
magnitude of their mean errors. An identical 
ranking of the models is indicated on the basis of 
the percent of extreme errors (table 12, row 2). 
A somewhat different ranking of the models re
sults from the use of the coefficient of the range 
(row 3). 

The tendency of the current-year model to result 
in several extreme errors is indicated by the high 
values of the coefficient of the range in both the 
egg and pig series. These high values are possible 
because the errors in the current-year model de-

pend on differences between consecutive obser
vations.23 

P IGS WEANED PEH LITTER 

Table 13 (row 1) presents a comparison of the 
errors of the various expectation models for pigs 
weaned per litter. The average, moving-average, 
reverse-trend, cumulative, current-year, random 
and trend-from-average models rank first to 
seventh, respectively, in the magnitude of their 
mean errors, allowance being made for the equiva
lence of the mean errors of the cumulative and re
verse-trend models. The ranking of the models on 
the basis of the percent of extreme errors (row 2) 

03 "\Vh en th e year-to-year variab ili ty is large as in the egg seri es. 
the current-year model can also l ead to a la r ge mean error: 
t his is indicated b,· thP lesser mean error and the lesser per
cen tage of extreme errors ,vhich are present in the n1oving
average model (table 11, rows 2 a nd 3) in which the predicted 
value is based on the aver age. 
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and the range of tne error (row 3) gives almost 
ident ical ranking in the first and identical ranking 
in the second situation. 

Since it is likely that the series approximat es 
randomness, the empirical errors may be compared 
wit h the t heoretical errors wh ich arise from the 
application of t hese models to a random series 
(one with a zero or small correlation coeffi cient as 
in the one phase of the theoretical evaluation). 
In a random series, the squar ed errors of the aver
age, moving-average, current-year, r andom and 
trend-from-average models are rr2 , (6/ 5) rr~, 2"\ 
2rr2 and (26/ 5) rr2 (table 6, column 2). These 
models rank first to fifth in the magnitude of their 
error s if an allowance is made for the equiva
lence of t he squared errors of the moving-average, 
the r everse-t r end-from-average and the current 
year and r andom models . The empirical errors for 
these same models of 0.85, 0.93, 1.10, 1.19 and 
1.69 pigs per litter also rank first to fi fth in mag
nitude, respectively, (table 13, row 1). On the 
whole they indicate close approximation t o the 
theor etical errors in a random series . 

CnoP PR1cEs 

Resul ts for selected crop prices are shown in 
tables 14, 15 and 16. Yield models are not pre
sented for crops since those examined are on a 
st at e-wide basis and have less variability t han 
yields on an individual farm basis .24 Crops for 
which price models ar e test ed include th ose im
portant in t he Iowa economy. However, other im
portant nationa l crops also have been included. 
These allow comparison of efficiency of mechanical 
expectation models for crops which have different 
uses and price-making forces . Since the models 
used ar e t he same as for livestock, the fi ndings 
and interpretations are presented in summary 
form. 

The r anking of mean errors for crop prices are 
quite similar to those for livestock. However the 
weighted-moving-average falls in first place,' fol
lowed by the out look, current-year and parallel 
models. The random, average, trend and reverse
trend give the poor est productions. The weighted-

"For an anal_ysis of th e same model s applied to selected ex• 
per~mental YI'elds, see: A.!1.F- E l-Atta r . Exp c tations for pri
mai Y product10n. U n publts h ed Ph.D. th esh. Towa State Col
lege Libr a r y, Ames, Iowa. 1952. 
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moving-average model likely has greater accuracy 
fo r crops than fo r livest ock for this reason: 
Aside from potatoes, crops do not go through the 
short production• cycles which char acterize most 
livestock production; th e same over-all trends 
from movements in the general price level are 
present, h owever. Still , the outlook model, as in
t erpreted subjectively by the persons making this 
st udy, ranks first or second for all crops but soy
beans, where it ranks third. Again it is obvious 
that models such as the r andom. reverse-trend or 
long-term average involve consist ently large errors 
and are least dependable fo r planning-even 
though some farmers indicate that they use these 
methods or the fact that long-term average prices 
are sometimes used in valuation of farmland. 

PE BCENTAGE OF EXT REM E ERRORS FOR CHOP PHICES 

In crops, as in livestock, the farm manager may 
be interest ed in models which give low extreme 
errors . He might be willing to accept a model 
which averages only third or fourth in average 
error , if it does not result in extreme errors 
which cause him t o go bankrupt. 

When the percentage of extreme errors are ex
amined in table 15, the ranking of sums is similar 
to t hat for the absolute errors in table 14; the 
first t wo models occupy exactly the same ranks . 
The weighted-moving-average. followed by out
look, would be most efficient from the standpoint 
of th e criteria in both tables 14 and 15. However. 
the weighted-moving-average occupies first place 
more consist ently for all crops under the second 
measure. 

COEFFI CIENT OF '.rI--IE RANGE 

The coefficient of the range is presented for 
crop prices in table 16. While the weighted-mov
ing-a verage still occupies first place, the outlook 
and cur r ent-year models now rank below the 
parallel and 5-year-moving-average models; the 
firs t two give smaller absolute errors and fewer 
extreme error s, but they occasionally have one or 
two ver y large errors. The trend, random and 
average models still rank low in efficiency, just as 
the th eoretical evaluation suggests that they 
should under the types of autocorrelation encoun
tered in t hese t ime series data. 



'!'ABLE 14. COMPARISON OF ABSOLUTE MEAN ERRORS OF THE PRICE EXPECTATION MODELS FOR CROPS 
(CENTS).• 

Weighted Out- Curr ent Moving 
. 

Reverse moving look year Parallel average Tren d trend Average Random 
average 

Corn 14.9(1)t 25.3 (2) 26 .3 (3) 26.5(4) 28.2(5) 32.0 (7) 35.0(8) 30.7(6) 41.1(9) 

Oats 6.3 (1) 10.1(2) 11.1(3) 13.3 (5) 12. 9 ( 4) 15.0(7) 14 .1(6) 16.1 (8) 17.6 (9) 

Hay 177 ( 2) 160(1) 285(3) 291 ( 4) 353(7) 390(8) 348(6) 373(6) 575(9) 

Wheat 19.3 ( 2) 17.5(1) 24.6(3) 26.1 (4) 39.1(7) 31.5(5) 38.1 (6) 45.8(9) 63.6(8) 

Potatoes 23.4(2) 21.9(1) 27.4 (5) 26.1(4) 27 .5 (3) 36.0(9) 34.4(8) 32.7(6) 33.1(7) 

Flax 38.2(2) 37.7(1) 58.8(4) 57.4 (3) 70.0(6) 60. 7 (5) 91.6 (8) 91.0(7) 104.0 (9) 

Cotton 2.5(1) 3.6 (2) 4.3 ( 4) 3.8 (3) 4.9 (5) 5.5 (6) 5. 7 (7) 7.4 (8) 9.8(9) 

Soybeans 23.4 ( 1) 31.2(3) 30 .5 ( 2) 33 .7 (4) 4 8.1 ( 7) 36.5(5) 47 .3 ( 6) 63.6 ( 8) 90.2 (9) 

Tobacco 3. 2 ( 1) 5.4(2) 5. 3 (3) 6.3 (4) 7.6(6) 7.9(.7) 5.6(5) 11.9(9) 8.1 (8) 

Sum of ranks 13 16 30 35 50 59 60 66 77 

Rank of sums 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 

• All measureme nts in refe rence to bushels or pounds except fo r hay w hich is t ons . 
t Numbers in parentheses indicate the r anks of the adjacen t measures of t h e error. 

TABLE 15. COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE OF EXT REME E R ROR S IN PRICES FOR CROPS.• 

Weighted Out- Current Rever se Movin g moving look Parallel year t r e nd T re n d average Ran dom Average 
average 

Corn 9(1)1 30(2) 31(3) 34(4) 44 (6) 35(5) 45(7) 57(9) 50(8) 

Oats 12 (l) 29(2) 30(3) 31(4) 41 (5) 44 ( 6 ) 48(8) 46(7) 56(9) 

Hay 0( I ) 19(2) 36(7) 20(3) 35( 6 ) 3 2(4 .5) 32(4.5) 51(9 ) 42(8) 

Wheat 9(1) 11(2) 25(4) 14(3) 38( 6) 29 (5 ) 48(7) 54(9) 50(8) 

Potatoes 3 (1) 33(2) 42(4.) 37(3) 47(7) 56(8 ) 45( 6 ) 43(5) 67(9) 

Flax 12(1) 27(3) 17 (2) 29 ( 4) 47(7.6) 29 (5) 35(6) 57(9 ) 47 (7.5) 

Cotton 9(1) 30(4) 19(2) 29(3) 50(7) 38(5) 39(6) 64(8) 61(9) 

Soybean s 6(1) 1 ( 2) 17(3) 20(4) 29(5.5) 29 (5.5) 42(7.5) 54(9) 42(7 .5) 

rrobacco 0(1) 17(4) 16(3) 20(5) 6 ( 2) 35(7) 36(8) 33(6) 63(9) 

Sum of ranks 9 23 31 33 60 51 60 71 75 

Rank of sums 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 

• Figures refer to percentage of years in which realized µ ric" exceed ed expec ta tion by 30 percen t or more. 
t Numbers in parentheses indicate the ranks of the adjacent measures of t he e r ro r . 

TABLE 16. COMPARISON OF COEFFICIENT OF T H E RANGE FOR CROP PRICES (PERCENT). 

Weighted Moving Out- Current T r end Reverse moving average Parallel look year Average trend Random 
average 

Com 123(1)• 244(2) 265(4) 286 (6) 287(7) 347(3) 265(5) 312(8) 319(9) 

Oats 79(1) 149(4) 130(3) 87 (2) 150(5) 158(6) 171(8) 168(7) 202(9) 

Hay 5fi(l) 111(3) 105 ( 2) 115 (6) 125(4) 152(7) 127 (5) 169(8) 214 (9) 

"Wheat i!! ( l) 142 ( 3) 179(5) 87(2) 209(6) 232(8) 167(4) 212(7) 276(9) 

Potatoes 66(1) :31(4) 117(2) 134(5) 149(6) 208(8) 128(3) 168(7) 224(9) 

Flax 100 (1) 1 a,< 4 > 175(2) 192(5) 180(3) 198(6) 202(7) 250(8) 308(9) 

Cotton 75 (1) 150(5) 135(3) 127 (2) 140(4) 155(6) 176(8) 162(7) 251(9) 

Soybeans 64 (1) 136(4) 159(6) 250(8) 114(2) 117(3) 165(7) 154(5) 285(9) 

Tobacco 36(1) 72(4) 87(6) 71(3) 70(2) 109 (8) 129(9) 81(5) 98(7) 

Sum of ranks 9 33 33 39 39 55 56 62 79 

Rank of sums 1 2.5 2.5 4.5 i . 5 6 7 8 9 

• Numbers in parentheses indi cate the ranks of the adjacent measures of the error. 
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